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Happy Holidays from EHA
I'm not sure where to start with everything that
has gone on in the time from the last Ice Chips.
The ADM hosted a Jamboree in November just
before Thanksgiving. A lot of people were
involved and the games went on very smoothly.
The Jamboree has the rink split into three crossice games going on at the same time so there
was a lot of coordination that went into the
event so hats off to everyone involved. There
are a few pictures from the event later on in
this issue.
Two days before Christmas the EHA Booster
club put on the Family Skate and Coaches
Game. There were a lot of things happening
including visits by Pucky (CT Whatle Mascot),
Screech (Springfield Falcons Mascot), Red (Red
Robin Mascot) and of course, Santa! The
turnout was great as evidenced by all the Toys
and Money raised for the "We Are The
Children" Christmas Party, which distributes gift
at the party on Christmas Day (hosted by Gary
Craig at the XL Center). All the Mites had big
smiles on their faces on and off the ice. Also,
the Coaches and Parents were enjoying
themselves, taking pictures and cheering on the
kids.
There was a Bruins night at the Springfield
Falcons game with my favorite Bruin - Shaun
Thornton. I know a lot of kids that went and got
their hockey card signed and met the "B"s
enforcer.
There was also a lot of other EHA hockey that
went on so let's get to some of the action.
Rob Vose - ICE CHIPS COORDINATOR_________

The Greeting Table at the EHA ADM Jamboree with
Volunteer Arlene Juhasz, ADM Coordinators Jim and
Cindy Gilbert and EHA President Larry Juhasz.
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EHA ADM JAMBOREE
On November 20th, EHA hosted an ADM
Jamboree at the Enfield Twin Rinks. ADM
stands for American Development Model. This
is USA Hockey's recommended standard for
developing youth hockey. This model has been
adopted by the Connecticut Hockey Conference
(CHC) and EHA. The kids in the ADM program
are Mite age (6-8 yrs) presentation on them.
The program stresses playing a majority of
cross-ice games. This allows more touches on
the puck, more players on the ice and more
coach involvement to help instruct the kids.
Teams from EHA, Nonotuck Valley (MA), Holy
Name, WTM, Pioneer Valley, Ludlow and
Westfield all participated in the tournament. As
you can imagine coordinating 7 teams playing
multiple games within 4 hours including team
pictures, is a daunting task. But the event was
well coordinated by EHA President, Larry
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Juhasz, ADM Coordinators Cindy and Jim Gilbert
and of course all the ADM Coaches. They also
received help from numerous volunteers
including players from the EHA Bantam and Pee
Wee teams that help lead the kids on the ice.
The kids I saw were excited to play and all of
them had smiles on their faces along with the
parents and coaches.

Michaela, Josh, JT, Gavin, Brendan, Colby and Declan
represented the EHA Yellow team well

Kyle P, Michael C and Tatum P, prepare to go on the ice at
the EHA Jamboree

Brian M, Colin M, Thomas V and Matt V from the
EHA Bantam Team were the team Mentors for the
Jamboree and helped lead the kids on the ice

Austen Juhasz ran the Time Clock at the Jamboree

Some on ice action during the ADM Jamboree
EHA Coaches like what they see from the ADM players
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EHA FAMILY SKATE AND COACHES GAME
On December 22nd the EHA Booster Club held
the annual EHA Family Skate and Coaches
Game. Admission for the event was a toy that
would be donated to the "We Are The Children"
charity event. The turnout was great and gave
all the members of EHA including parents,
siblings, relatives and friends an opportunity to
skate together. The festivities included visits by
Pucky the Whale, Screech, Red and of course
Santa. A raffle and chuck-a -puck was also held.
Following the Family Skate the EHA Coaches
played a game officiated by Santa, who was
updating his list of good coaches and bad
coaches out for Christmas.
In between periods there was a shootout
including players from the LTS up to Bantams.
The game turned out to be an exciting and close
match up that wasn't decided until a goal by
Gordon Perkins with 6 seconds left on the clock
that gave the White team the victory 3-2. Once
again the Booster Club did an outstanding job
and put on a really enjoyable evening. In the
process EHA Friends and Families donated
$150.00 in cash and four large boxes of toys
that were all brought to Hartford the next day.
The "We Are The Children" foundation was
greatly appreciative of the donation.

Val Breda, Rita Vose and Jill Birmingham from the
EHA Booster Club take quick break from all their hard
work during the Family Skate

EHA Friends and Family pose for a group photo after
the Family Skate (photos by Christine Juhasz)

Red poses with a group of skaters

Team Photos for the Coach's Game
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LEARN TO SKATE
On November 20th the LTS kids were working
hard on the fundamentals. The LTS program
skates at the Enfield Twin Rinks on Sundays,
8:00 am to 9:00 am. They are now in the third
session that runs until March 25th.

Some ADM players discuss strategy for their
upcoming game during the family skate

Fred Provencher, EHA LTS Director, works with Bryce
on his balance during practice.

Julie M shows us what Family Night is all about

GAME REPORTS
Here is the section where we recap some of the
action during the month and recognize the kids’
effort and hard work. Parents on the travel
teams have sent in some pictures from games
that are included in this issue. If you have a
write up or a picture you want to include send
me an email at rvose@snet.net. Also at the end
of this newsletter is an ICE CHIPS Game Report
that will give you an idea of some of the
information to record during a game. Fill out all
or a part of it and send it in as an attachment.
You can also fill out an ICE CHIPS report on-line
at the EHA website (www.enfieldhockey.org) by
selecting ICE CHIPS from the left side menu and
then selecting "Online Form".______________

Alex takes the lead over his teammates

LTS working on their "Hockey Ready" stance.
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SQUIRTS
The Squirts played the Capitals from Central CT
on 11/19/11. The outscored the Capitals to win
6-1.

Michael K comes out of his net to make a save versus
Central (Photos by Christina Kaliff)

Ben K does some great backchecking against Central
as Coach John Birmingham looks on

Andrew D and Michael B skate hard to keep their
opponent to the outside in the defensive zone
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The Squirts took on the Avon Squirts at
Westminster in Simsbury. They defeated the
Panthers 7-0.

Joel R (JC) and Emma B wait for the headman pass
against Avon Panthers (photos by Christina Kaliff)

Nora B and Patrick F work on the breakout

Jake E and Alex C play some "D" against Avon
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Nora B outskates the Panthers for the puck

PEE WEES
11/5/11 Enfield vs GR Bridgeport (T2-2)
On November 5th the Enfield Pee Wee A team
faced the CT Riverhawks Pee Wee Blue team
that skates out of the The Rinks in Shelton. The
game was held at the Enfield Twin Rinks. The
rink was recently re-opened after the big snow
storm. The PeeWee team had been the last to
skate in the rink on Saturday (10/29) when the
rink lost power.
Despite only one practice last week the Eagles
came out skating hard and had some quality
chances, but the Riverhawks goalie made some
nice sliding saves to keep them off the board.
Despite some quality saves by Alex J the
Riverhawks got on the board first with a wrap
around goal. The Eagles, however, kept skating
hard and finally broke through the tough
defense when Robert V received a breakout
pass from Ryan M and Jake S. Robert took the
pass and split the defense and deked the goalie
to the glove side and slid the puck in the net.
The Eagles were playing some iron man
defense since a few players were out. Captain
for the week, Nate R along with Jake S played
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almost the entire game on defense. They had
to fend off numerous rushes from the Greater
Bridgeport team. Alex J and Jake A in net also
came up with some big stops on breakaways.
The forwards were also called upon to
backcheck and play good position to help out
the tired defense. Tyler N had some quality
chances in front of the net on offense and Cam
R was relentless on the forecheck and
backcheck. Going into the third period the
Eagles were down 2-1 and were going to have
to dig down deep to come back. Joey P did just
that when he scored on a rebound after
crashing the net hard to score the tying goal.
Ryan Murphy used his speed and stickhandling
to get past the defense and get a shot on net
despite the tight checking of the D. Tyler N got
the first rebound and Joey picked up the second
one to put it in the net. Connor J playing hard
in the corners just missed on a one-timer in
front of the net, late in the game and it ended
in a well-deserved, by both teams, tie 2-2.

Robert V stickhandles into the offensive zone against
the Riverhawks as Connor J trails the play. (Photos by
Chritine Juhasz)

11/27/11 Enfield vs Hamden (W6-5)
On 11/27/11The Eagles took on the Hamden
Dragons at ETR. Enfield was led on the ice by
the Captains of the Week, Robert V and Joey P.
They both turned out to be major factors in the
outcome of the game.
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and fed it to Ryan, who was in good position at
the top of the triangle. Ryan took a wicked
wrister that went top shelf on the short side of
the net for the score. Hamden kept up the
pressure, however and would score two more
times to even the score at 3-3 at the end of two
periods.

Cam R looks to headman the puck to Ryan M

In the first period Joey took the puck up on an
outlet pass from Mike U. Joey brought the puck
deep into the zone on the left wind and then
picked his head up to find Ryan M in the slot for
the one-timer. The Dragons goalie made a nice
save, but Ryan gathered in his own rebound and
shot it in the open side of the net. Later in the
first with only a few seconds remaining in the
period Robert V won the face-off in his own
zone and skated the length of the ice for the
second score. The defense of Nate R and Jamie
S played well to keep Hamden of the board as
did the goalie, Jake A.

Early in the third period, after some hustle and
hard work by Kyle D to get the puck off the half
boards, Robert snagged the puck near the blue
line of his own zone and put on a burst of speed
to split the defense and send a shot low, glove
side for the score. Alex J, now in net, would
need to be strong along with the defensive
pairing of Jake S and Cam R. They helped kill off
a couple of penalties that kept the shaky one
goal lead. Hamden, however, with a muscle
play from the corner scored the tying goal with
only 5 minutes to play. The Eagles with just
under 3 minutes to play dug deep and Nate R
worked the puck to Connor J, who fed Robert
with a beautiful lead pass out of the defending
zone. Robert worked his way through 3 bodies
and banging sticks to get to the net and sneak a
shot thru the 5-hole for the game winner.

Jake S keeps watches the play from his point position

Hamden, however, scored very quickly in the
second period and the Eagles matched that
score with another hook up between Joey and
Ryan. Joey again took the puck into the corner

Tyler N skates to break up a pass by Hamden
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The Eagles relied on Jamie S and Tyler N to hold
off a mad rush at the end of the game when the
Dragons pulled their goalie. The well-played,
clean game ended 5-4 in favor of Enfield. The
Eagles had a tough time getting the puck out of
their own zone due to some pinching by the
Lights, but the wingers Jamie S, Mike U and
Tyler N worked hard to move the puck up the
boards. Robert V finished the Eagles scoring on
a breakaway pass, from Connor J. Robert went
to the low corner for the score.
The Eagles had to rely on the back checking of
Joe P and their stiff defense of Cam R, Nate R
and Jake S and the solid goaltending of Alex J
and Jake A to stave off a strong attack by the
Lights. In a nail biter the Enfield Eagles came
out on top by a narrow margin of one goal, 3-2.
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up to the task and got the first two goals for the
Eagles. On the first one he picked up the puck
off the half-boards, thanks to some hard
forechecking by Mike U. His first stride was to
the net and no one could stop him until he sent
a nice wrist shot to the top shelf. The second
goal was off the face off after ECHO had just
scored to make it 2-1. Connor split the defense
and beat the goalie with a nice deke to his
forehand to make the score 2-2. During the
first period Kyle D and Tyler N showed a lot of
improvement on their forecheck in the
offensive zone and in front of the net.
In the second period, with the Eagles down 3-2
Cam R jumped up from his defense position and
worked the puck into the offensive zone where
he passed it to Connor. Connor sent the puck
into the middle and Mike U picked it up and
slammed the puck into the net to once again tie
the game. Both Enfield Goalies Alex J and Jake
A played well throughout the game and turned
aside a lot of shots by the Stars. Despite their
hard work the Eagles were trailing going into
the third period 4-3.

Jamie S leads the forecheck as Nate R and Alex J look on.

12/10/2011 Enfield vs ECHO (W6-5)
On 12/10/11 at ETR the EHA Pee Wee A took on
ECHO Pee Wee B. Jake S and Nate R were the
Captains for the Week and led the Eagles out on
the ice. This was going to be an exciting game
with two well matched teams. Connor J knew
he was going to have to pick up some of the
scoring with Robert V out of the game. He was

The Eagles celebrate a goal by Mike U

The Eagles aren’t a team to quit, which they had
just shown by playing into a tie the weekend
before by scoring in the last 8 seconds. This
provided a little foreshadowing to this game.
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The Eagles began their comeback with a quick
goal off the 3rd period face-off. Connor took it
quickly in on the right side, went around the
defense and beat the Stars goalie to complete
his Hat Trick. ECHO went back ahead midway
through the 3rd, but thanks to some tough
defense by Nate R, Jake S, Jamie S and Cam R
the Eagles were able to hold the Stars to only
one goal in the 3rd period and they also started
numerous offensive chances by some nice
headman passes. This was the case on the next
goal when Ryan M was able to gather a pass
from Cam R and streak up the open left side for
a slapshot that went 5-hole to tie the game. A
big part of the Eagles success this year has been
their ability to play hard, clean, discipline
hockey and stay out of the penalty box. This
proved to be true again when late in the game
the Stars took a slashing penalty. Joey P, on the
power play, with the last of his energy rushed
the puck up the left side and sent a high
backhand into the goalie. The puck popped
loose in the crease and with 3.7 seconds
remaining on the clock Ryan M knocked the
puck into the net for the winning goal. The
Eagles escaped in a great game by both teams
with a score of 6-5.

Kyle D covers his pointman to help clear the zone
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BANTAMS
On 12/10/11 at Champions Arena in Cromwell
the EHA Bantams took on the Middlesex
Whalers B team. Enfield got on the board first
when Brody N. received a pass from Colin M.
and broke up the rights side to score. Jared C
started it all with a good outlet pass. Then Matt
V picked up a rebound in the slot to score.
Thomas V and Andrew C worked it behind the
net and tried a quick wrap-around that led to
the rebound for Matt. Colin kept the scoring
going when he got a pass from Jared C and
Andrew C to set him up for an open look at the
goal. Middlesex was able to get on the board
when they scored on a breakaway. Goalie Zach
F was knocked into the goal post on the play
and took a shot to his back. He was able to
shake off the injury and stay in the game. He
was also able to shutout the Whalers for the
rest of the game.
Throughout the game Tyler H and Alex T played
tough in the corners and in front of the net to
create scoring opportunities, despite some hard
hits from their opponents. Colin got his second
goal when he received a nice pass from Brody
and went to his backhand to beat the Whaler
goalie top shelf on the short side over the
shoulder. Sean B completed the scoring with
his fourth goal of the season. Sean and Matt
had a nice give an go to get Sean open briefly
for a shot that he put to the far post on a
sprawling goalie. Jared started the play to earn
a Play Maker for the game. The defense of
Jared, Adam B, Vinnie B and Brian M limited the
Middlesex chances and really helped to get the
offense going with some nice breakout passes.
Another big contributor to the Eagles success
was their ability to play discipline hockey and
only had a half of the penalties than the
Whalers had. The Eagles went on to win 5-1.
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______________________________________
Upcoming Events
Visit The Booster Club Pages on our website for
additional information.
____________________________________
Squirt, Pee Wee and Bantam Teams Travel to
STOWE VT for the Winter Carnival Tournament
1/20-1/22/12
GOOD LUCK TO ALL THE TEAMS
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______________________________________
YEARBOOK PUCK ADS
Submit all Puck Ads and Candid Photos by
Tuesday, January 31st. Visit the Yearbook Page
for details
____________________________________

Enfield Hockey Association
Fundraiser
COMEDY NIGHT
Saturday, February 11, 2012
8:00 PM
(Doors will open at 6:00 PM)
Mount Carmel
93 Park Avenue
Enfield, CT

STARRING PERFORMERS
ARTIE JANUARIO
AND
MIKE PRIOR
WITH HOST
MIKE SMITH
____________________________________

EHA Logo Wear
The Enfield Hockey Association, in partnership
with DK’s Hockey Shop, is proud to offer EHA
Logo Wear.

BYOB and BYOS (snacks)
Advance Sales $20 per person until
February 5th
After February 5th - $30 per person

For tickets contact:
Lorraine Votta (860)253-9890
Cathy Partridge (860)849-1438
Valerie Breda (860)623-3503

Stop by DK’s Hockey Shop to determine sizes
and place your orders. Limited quantities will
be available on a walk-in and purchase basis.
Any questions can be directed to Danny or Keith
at DK’s Hockey Shop.
_______________________________________

ARTIE JANUARIO

MIKE PRIOR
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